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York Region Transportation Services 


Mr. Colin Wong, P. Eng Project Manager 


Email:  roads.ea@york.ca 


January 10, 2020 


Dear Colin, 


 


Re: Environmental Study Report (ESR) for 16th Avenue Study B Woodbine Ave to York/Durham Line 


 


The URA is one of Markham’s largest and most active resident associations.  Many of our members are 


very concerned about the proposal to widen 16th Avenue as outlined in the recently published ESR. I 


chair a committee tasked to deal with the matter.    


Our concerns fall into 3 areas:  the stakeholder engagement process, the overall strategic case for 


widening, and other alternatives that should be more fully considered.  


 


1. Stakeholder Engagement 


Appendix D of the ESR report published Dec 19th lists "Agency and Stakeholders".  However, this lists 


corporations, government agencies and municipal staffs only.   There is no mention of ward councillors 


or resident groups.  There was no formal stakeholder group involving residents, as there is for the 


Kennedy Road and McCowan Road EA studies.  Appendix D also documents a review of the proposals on 


September 16th 2019 held with the City of Markham, again staff only, nobody reached out to any 


affected ward councillors or their residents at that time. Appendix C lists correspondence with 120 


individuals who contacted your team.  While the level of detail in the responses is impressive, this is a 


small number compared to the thousands of impacted residents.  


 


We have been told that the study team used social media for outreach.  How did that work? Did one 


have to be a Region follower on Twitter for example to receive the outreach? Should this process have 


been published in advance to the affected ward councillors and residents?  


 


Another engagement concern is that the timing of the York Region decision on Dec 19th to accelerate the 


necessary funds into the 10 year capital plan, came as a big surprise to many. It was not until a meeting 


between yourself and your team, with several residents on Dec 17th, that this date become known to us.  


We had previously been told, at a City of Markham DSC meeting on Oct 15th that such a decision would 


not be taken until after a planned transportation workshop now taking place on Jan 22nd. The matter at 


DSC was for Markham to respond to a Region request for comments on moving capital from a 404 







flyover project to the 16th Ave project instead, in order to accelerate the 16th Ave project. Why did the 


Region go ahead without an answer from Markham?  


 


2. Overall Strategic Case 


As a result of the planned widenings, the residents of Unionville are going to be closely surrounded by 6 


lane arterial roads on all sides. Many of those who are aware of the plan view this as undesirable. They 


cite increased pollution and safety concerns, as well as the feeling of being boxed in. Many other 


communities in North America are no longer using widening as a congestion solution, focusing on better 


and more frequent transit for example, not space for ever more cars. The Government of Ontario 


expects Toronto’s population to rise from 2.96 million in 2018 to 4.27 million in 2046, an increase of 


44.5 per cent, with growth in Durham, Halton, Peel and York projected to be significantly faster than the 


Ontario average, with the addition of over 2.1 million people to the suburban GTA. Commenting on this 


the Globe & Mail Jan 3rd  said “Try to imagine millions of new commuters, all trying to drive to work on 


the GTA’s already gridlocked highways. It can’t be done”.  


 


There is also the matter of induced demand, where traveller behaviour changes after new road capacity 


is installed, so that the new capacity is very rapidly filled up again. Result being, you are no further 


ahead.  Please see Professor Matthew Turner of the University of Toronto’s seminal work (The 


Fundamental Law of Road Congestion).  How was induced demand taken into account in the strategic 


case? 


 


Given this context, if indeed we cannot accommodate everybody driving to work by car anyway, where is 


the overall strategic case for road widening? Could $150 million be better spent on perhaps significantly 


improved transit, better connected transit, more frequent transit, transit on request, first/last mile 


transit, perhaps even free transit?  


 


There are megatrends in society at large that affect the strategic case.  An RBC forecast published 


January 6th 2020, says “the proportion of working-age Canadians is expected to fall to 1.7 for every youth 


and senior by 2030, down from 2.3 in 2010”.  There are clearly coming changes in transportation 


technology, such as automated vehicles and shared mobility that need to be considered.  Future travel 


demand is much more uncertain than cited in the ESR. How were changing demographics and 


transportation technology taken into account in the strategic case? 


 


3. Other Alternatives 


The alternatives looked at in the ESR appear limited and not fully evaluated.  The preferred alternative 


appears preselected and the report written to confirm this conclusion. We suggest there are at least 5 


other alternatives that should be fully evaluated, both singly and together, before the ESR can be said to 


be complete.  


 


3.1 Intersection Improvements Only. During the settlement process with York Downs last year, it was 


discovered that significant congestion benefits could be achieved by just improving intersections, at both 


Warden and Kennedy, with 16th Ave. Given that the intersections along the length of 16th Ave are the 


bottlenecks, how much of the desired changes could be achieved with intersection improvements only 


along the full length of the subject road?  Techniques such as the displaced left turn as described in this 


article from the US DOT could be used and would also improve safety. Should double left turn lanes be 







considered? Can bus stop locations be changed to allow general traffic to proceed faster? In summary, 


what percentage of the overall benefits could be achieved with intersection improvements only, and 


how much would that cost versus the planned $150 million? 


  


3.2 Improve transit priority. Were options such as widening near intersections only for transit queue 


jump lanes, and giving transit signal priority to YRT buses, as with VIVA today, considered for the 16th Ave 


corridor? 


 


3.3 Reversible Centre Bus Lane. Using a bus-only reversible centre lane could provide for speedy transit 


in the peak traffic direction. Buses would use general purpose lanes in the non-peak direction. This 


would reduce the road widening needed from 6 to 5 lanes. Left turns and other traffic management 


issues would be handled as on Highway 7 today.  What are the pros and cons of this option?  


 


3.4 Alternative East/West Corridor. Major Mackenzie Drive is already designated as a rapid transit 


route, already has space for a centre lane for most of the same east west direction as the planned 16th 


Ave changes, and much of the existing residential environment is well set back from the road.  Significant 


current and future developments are planned for Markham Rd north of 16th, and with no widening of 


16th planned from McCowan to Markham Rd, this traffic will surely head north and west along Major 


Mack in the morning and reverse in the evening. There is also a very large FUA (Future Urban Area) 


planned along Major Mack, between Woodbine and Warden, with 12,000 dwelling units and 19,000 


jobs. Would it not make more sense from many perspectives to construct this corridor first, instead of 


widening 16th Ave?  Users of 16th Ave wishing to avoid any future congestion would then have the choice 


of Highway 7 or Major Mack as other options.  


 


3.5 Reduced Lane Widths  


The assumed lane widths in the ESR are 3.3 metres for a general purpose lane and 3.5 metres for an 


HOV/Transit lane. In some other EAs, for example Kennedy Road, lane widths are proposed to be 


reduced to 3.0 m and 3.2 m respectively in pinch point areas (e.g. cemeteries), and that this is still 


deemed to be safe.  Have narrower lane widths been studied for 16th Avenue? Do they not provide 


benefits such as more room for active transportation options, easier crossings for pedestrians, less 


disruption to neighbourhood in terms of noise and vibration, less environmental issues (salt, storm water 


management), less cost to construct and maintain? 


 


In conclusion, Colin, the URA has many concerns and appreciates your kind offer to meet and discuss.  


We would like to request a meeting with you and your team as soon as possible, hopefully well in 


advance of the February 3  Part II Order request deadline. 


 


Yours sincerely, 


 
Michael Gannon 


Chair, URA Committee on Road Widenings 







 


 


 


Cc: Vernonica Restrepo - HDR 


Doug McKay – York Region 


Brian Titherington – York Region 


Brian Lee – City of Markham 


Loy Cheah – City of Markham 


URA Board  


Markham Council   


Wayne Emmerson – Chair , York Region 


 








York Region Response to URA 16th Avenue EA Concerns 


Thank you for your email and continued interest in the 16th Avenue EA studies. The project team has 


reviewed the concerns outlined in your letter and offers the following responses.   


1.       Stakeholder Engagement 


Appendix D of the ESR documents the key agency and stakeholder consultation undertaken by the 


consultant team. Consultation with Councillors followed the York Region communication protocols. 


Instead of a formal resident /stakeholder group, as part of the 16th Avenue EA studies, the project team 


carried out an enhanced consultation program involving individual meetings with stakeholders, including 


agencies, property owners, and resident group representatives in order to have more one-on-one 


discussions. In addition to public events, over 40 meetings were held with interested residents and 


businesses and over 60 meetings were held with review, permitting and approval agencies. Individual 


meetings with property owners/residents and other stakeholders are summarized in Appendix D of the ESR. 


These individual meetings were in addition to the public consultation events required as part of the 


Municipal Class Environmental Assessment process.   


Anyone interested in the 16th Avenue EA studies was encouraged to participate and welcome to meet with 


the project team at various opportunities throughout the studies. Study notices were sent by regular mail to 


all those on the mailing list (over 5,600 contacts including residents, agency representatives, Indigenous 


groups and stakeholders) and by email to all those on the electronic distribution list (including those who 


have previously expressed interest in the study and requested to receive future study notifications via email). 


Study notices were also published in local newspapers in accordance with the Municipal Class 


Environmental Assessment process. Throughout the EA studies, notifications mailed to residents included 


the Notice of Study Commencement, Notices of Open Houses, Notice of Study Completion (Study A), 


Notice of Study Completion (Study B) and invitations to property owner drop-in sessions for those whose 


properties were directly impacted by the proposed design. In addition to the above, study notifications and 


other material were posted on the study website (www.york.ca/16thavenue) which included contact 


information for anyone who wished to reach the project team. Social media including Facebook posts and 


Tweets were used to promote the studies and to encourage anyone who follows the Region’s social media 


channels and was not included in the other notice distributions to provide their input.   


In summary, the public and stakeholder engagement completed as part of the 16th Avenue EA studies was 


comprehensive and far exceeded the minimum requirements of the Municipal Class Environmental 


Assessment process.   


It should be noted that the York Region decision to accelerate the construction of some segments of 16th 


Avenue was independent from the 16th Avenue EA studies. As documented in Section 9.3 of the ESR, the 


EA studies anticipated construction timing to follow the Region’s 2019 10-year Roads and Transit Capital 


Construction Program, which is reviewed and approved by Regional Council annually and is subject to 


change.   


2.       Overall Strategic Case  


York Region’s Transportation Master Plan (TMP) provides the basis for the 16th Avenue improvements. 


Endorsed by York Region Council in 2016, the TMP is based on approved provincial policies and plans, 


including the Provincial Policy Statement (click here) and the Growth Plan for the Greater Golden 


Horseshoe (click here). The link to the TMP can be found here. York Region is anticipated to grow from 



https://nam05.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.york.ca%2F16thavenue&data=02%7C01%7CVeronica.Restrepo%40hdrinc.com%7Ccb6d315069be403827d708d79ea37282%7C3667e201cbdc48b39b425d2d3f16e2a9%7C0%7C0%7C637152298374697915&sdata=NKbJjFHAzyTFc9h7XEimFNNxT8t%2FSALtktACMcQJm6s%3D&reserved=0

https://nam05.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.mah.gov.on.ca%2FPage215.aspx&data=02%7C01%7CVeronica.Restrepo%40hdrinc.com%7Ccb6d315069be403827d708d79ea37282%7C3667e201cbdc48b39b425d2d3f16e2a9%7C0%7C0%7C637152298374707910&sdata=BAwcxUfNAnWInU8J67yssdjI8xrrTLOsgMkuo%2BUwlHg%3D&reserved=0

https://nam05.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ontario.ca%2Fdocument%2Fplace-grow-growth-plan-greater-golden-horseshoe&data=02%7C01%7CVeronica.Restrepo%40hdrinc.com%7Ccb6d315069be403827d708d79ea37282%7C3667e201cbdc48b39b425d2d3f16e2a9%7C0%7C0%7C637152298374707910&sdata=OyT2kitGkUQvSKt%2Fr0A%2ByucjeTTSG8GnxrVCQRdH4mo%3D&reserved=0

https://nam05.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.york.ca%2Fwps%2Fportal%2Fyorkhome%2Fyorkregion%2Fyr%2Fplansreportsandstrategies%2Ftransportationmasterplan%2F!ut%2Fp%2Fz0%2FfU67DoIwFP0WB0ZzG2KEtWGQRwgrdiFVK1SgLe31wd9bcMbtvHLOAQY1MMVfsuUoteKD52d2bDJ6ytK0IHl1iBNCSUXzMIpJXESQA_sf8A3yMU2MArtqheKDUM-2WbHCgMza9p44lPhchU6P4idb0foXATEDV84Koy06rm4OLUdvCRcQD5VbjPXwyB0Ku8SX2dCWSdkCMxy7vVR3DfVmE9SbTaZnl_lNd19Mk56i%2F%23.Xh903pxOncu&data=02%7C01%7CVeronica.Restrepo%40hdrinc.com%7Ccb6d315069be403827d708d79ea37282%7C3667e201cbdc48b39b425d2d3f16e2a9%7C0%7C0%7C637152298374707910&sdata=wX2zrWTfH3frDEBJeoLL5cOLpxN%2BzJN9KodwQWS8vTk%3D&reserved=0





1.16 million people to 1.79 million people in 2041 and from 578 thousand jobs to 900 thousand in 2041. 


Based on these considerations, the TMP included recommendations for a comprehensive Frequent Transit 


Network (FTN) and Cycling Network. The FTN will allow for bus service every 15 minutes. These 


recommendations include widening many York Region arterial roads to accommodate new lanes for transit 


(buses) and high occupancy vehicles (also known as HOV or carpool lanes) and dedicated cycling 


facilities.   


Rutherford Road/Carrville Road/16th Avenue is a 40-kilometre-long corridor that is continuous from Peel 


Region to Durham Region. The TMP identifies this corridor as a critical transportation link in the FTN and 


cycling network and recommends widening to six lanes to accommodate transit and carpooling in addition 


to dedicated cycling facilities for much of its length. Design and construction preparation are ongoing on 


the Rutherford Road sections in the City of Vaughan.  


The 16th Avenue EA study team assessed various alternative solutions based on identified needs and 


opportunities for the study corridor. The following alternatives were considered for the 16th Avenue study 


corridor between Woodbine Avenue and Markham Road/Highway 48.  


         Do Nothing   


         Active Transportation (AT) Improvements Only   


         Widen 16th Avenue to 4 General Purpose Lanes (GPL) + 2 Transit/HOV lanes, AT Improvements   


         Widen 16th Avenue to 6 General Purpose Lanes (GPL), AT Improvements   


         Maintain 4 lanes on 16th Avenue, convert existing curb lanes from GPL to Transit/HOV, AT 


Improvements   


Based on a detailed traffic analysis and assessment of impacts to the community, the EA study team 


confirmed the TMP recommendations. Widening to accommodate transit and HOV, most efficiently 


addresses future growth in York Region. Providing additional lanes for transit and HOV provides the best 


balance between accommodating future growth and minimizing impacts to the community. Congestion and 


demand on the road will be greater with the other alternatives. As such, the EA study team moved forward 


with assessing the widening of 16th Avenue to accommodate Transit and HOV, and cycling and pedestrian 


facilities, as presented at Open House 1 in November 2016.  


As you can see from the above summary, the proposed recommendations will provide multi-modal 


improvements. The additional vehicular lanes will accommodate transit and carpooling to support 16th 


Avenue as part of the FTN, and continuous cycling and pedestrian facilities will improve connections. 


Together, these improvements will provide alternatives to single occupancy vehicles.   


3.       Other Alternatives 


a.       Intersection Improvements Only 


The traffic analysis completed as part of the 16th Ave EA studies included assessment of 


intersections as well as road segment (link) conditions. Exhibit 5-6 of the ESR, also 


included below, illustrates that intersections and links will be over capacity by 2041 if 


capacity improvements are not implemented.  







In addition, the Region’s TMP also considered intersection improvements only. However, 


the TMP assessment determined that this option only provides minor improvements for 


corridor traffic flow, and it does not address overall traffic congestion nor improve 


transit/HOV and active transportation modes.   


b.      Improve Transit Priority 


Transit priority at intersections alone does not provide the level of service to support 16th 


Avenue as part of the Frequent Transit Network. Widening for Transit/HOV as 


recommended by the EA aims to provide improvements to transit service along the entire 


16th Avenue corridor, and not just at intersections, so that buses will be able to travel on 


continuous lanes.   


c.       Reversible Centre Bus Lane 


Reversible centre bus lanes are not a practical solution for 16th Avenue as YRT transit 


service along 16th Avenue runs in the curb lanes, not the centre lanes like Viva does on 


Highway 7. In order to maintain curbside transit stops with a centre bus lane, buses would 


consistently need to weave through several traffic lanes to go back and forth between the 


centre travel lane and the curbside stops, which would pose safety concerns. Furthermore, 


based on the distance between stops, weaving time and frequency would likely negate any 


time savings from using the centre bus lanes in the midblock segments. Moving the transit 


stops to the centre of the road like on Highway 7 would require more space than the 


proposed widening – even if only one reversible centre bus lane were to be implemented, 


bus stops on both sides of the centre bus lane would be required to accommodate transit 


service in both directions, and curbside stops would need to stay in place to accommodate 


transit service in the opposite direction and during off-peak hours as you suggested. This 


scenario would also be confusing for transit users, who would not necessarily know if they 


should wait for the bus at the curbside stops or at the centre bus lane stops at any given 


time. Reversible lanes are also not recommended for the following reasons:  


         Reversible lanes are generally not as safe as a dedicated lane due to increased 


risk of drivers using the lane incorrectly, such as driving the wrong way in the lane  


         Reversible lanes require the elimination of dedicated left-turn lanes, leading 


to increased delays for vehicles going straight through the intersections and a 


greater possibility of rear end collisions at intersections  


         Reversible lanes require the installation of overhead, illuminated signage at 


regular intervals to indicate lane directionality. The additional signage increases 


operational costs and is not as visually appealing  


         Reversible lanes will eliminate opportunities for streetscaping treatment in the 


median. Streetscaping helps create attractive and safe streets, which are the 


cornerstone to liveable communities with a distinct sense of place in York Region 


  


d.      Alternative East/West Corridor 







The Region’s TMP identified improvements for various roads, not just 16th Avenue. The 


16th Avenue capacity improvements are required in addition to improvements to other east-


west corridors such as Major Mackenzie Drive and Elgin Mills Road.   


e.      Reduced Lane Widths  


16th Avenue is a major arterial road within York Region that moves people as well as goods 


and services throughout its neighbouring municipalities. The study team reduced the 16th 


Avenue right-of-way as much as possible from the 43 metres identified in the Region’s 


Official Plan for a six (6) lane road. In consultation with design staff, transportation 


planning branch, forestry branch, road and traffic operations branch and corridor control 


and safety branch, the Region proposed to reduce the design speed from 80 km/h to 60 


km/h and the right-of-way from the 43 metres designated in the Official Plan in order to 


minimize the roadway footprint. The resulting proposed design criteria and roadway cross-


section reduces the environmental and social impacts as much as possible. The Design 


Criteria for key elements is outlined below.   


Road Elements Standard 


Design  Criteria  
Proposed 


Design  Criteria 
Right-of-Way for 6 lanes 43m (per YR Official Plan) Maintain existing as much 


as possible, with property 


acquisition only as required 


General-Purpose Lanes 


Width 
3.5m  3.3m 


Transit/HOV Lane Width 3.75m 3.5m 


Boulevard  Width 2.0-5.0 m At least 2.0 m to 


accommodate utilities 


(both sides of the street) 


Median Width 4.0 m (two-way left-turn 


lane) 


2.0-5.0 m (raised median) 


1.5-5.0 m 


Sidewalk 1.5-2.0m 1.5m 


Multi-use Path (MUP) 2.4-3.0m 2.4-3.0m 


Posted Speed Limit 60 km/h 60 km/h 


Design Speed for 60 km/h 


Posted Speed Limit 
80 km/h 60 km/h 


Although other projects with more significant constraints such as cemeteries may 


implement design exemptions for short road sections, these should only be used unless 


other alternatives are available and only for short, localized segments. Further lane width 


reductions are not proposed for 16th Avenue.   


We trust this addresses all of your concerns, but please don’t hesitate to contact us if you would like to 


discuss further.   


Received via email from veronica.restrepo@hdrinc.com on January 21st 2020 
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16th Avenue ESR & Markham Road Widenings 


Hi Veronica, thank you for the reply to our letter. In summary, we feel our concerns were not adequately 


addressed, and given the complexity of the issues we once again request a meeting with the project team. 


Here are some further supporting comments; 


1. Stakeholder Engagement. We do recognise the work that was done, and accept your comment about 


exceeding minimum requirements. It should not however be necessary to be a Twitter or Facebook user, 


and "follow" York Region, in order to be engaged, and hope this is not a model for future EAs. Rather the 


stakeholder engagement process being used for the Kennedy Rd EA, with a formal engagement 


committee that includes resident associations should be a part of the model going forward for any 


significant EAs. 


2. Overall Strategic Case. We are very concerned that the work assumed the TMP as the base case and 


followed on from there without reviewing and confirming the base case assumptions, and without taking 


into account issues that the TMP did not appear to address. Issues we highlighted in our letter for example 


such as changes in demographics, the impact of induced demand bringing forward the same congestion 


quickly anyway, and an assessment if the $150 million should be better spent on more strategic solutions 


as is now happening in other municipalities, as described by Mr. Iain Lockwood at the Markham DSC 


meeting on January 22nd. At the same meeting, York Region’s Mr. Brian Titherington stated that this 


corridor will likely never be a major transit corridor with high bus frequencies and customer demand, due 


to the existing built form. We agree, so where is the overall cost benefit analysis that says that sufficient 


people will use the proposed 15 minute transit service to make the $150 million investment in road 


widening for transit/HOV worthwhile?  


3. Other Alternatives. Here are just a few comments, sufficient only to explain why we feel these options 


still need further study, and best dealt with in more detail in the requested meeting. 


a. Arterial Intersection Improvements Only. 16th Ave intersects several major north-south 


arterials, each also carrying significant traffic volume.  If we assume, for purposes of discussion, 


that only 50% of the time will be given to a green light for 16th and if, during that period, 3 lanes 


of traffic can move through the intersection, rather than 2, then the new capacity of the corridor 


would be 150% of the current capacity. This is a significant jump. We would be happy to share in 


a meeting our belief that there are also further opportunities for intersection design efficiency 


and pedestrian safety that should be considered.  


The benefits of not widening the links include major cost and residential impacts, such as reduced 


construction cost, no need to widen bridges, street trees are saved, noise barriers not needed, 


transit queue jump lanes can be incorporated, etc.  


The cost benefit study of improving intersections and links versus intersections only, was not, and 


needs to be, addressed.  


b. Improved Transit Priority. Answer noted, thank you. 


c. Reversible Centre Bus Lane.  Thank you for your detailed response, however, we believe more 


discussion is needed. You cite 4 points against reversible lanes in general.  These appear to relate 







mostly to reversible general purpose lanes, similar to Jarvis Street.  These are not relevant in the 


context of a reversible bus-only lane.  


At the Markham DSC meeting on January 22nd, Mr.  Ian Lockwood noted, in reference to HOV 


lanes, that Eugene, Oregon, uses a reversible median bus-only lane and that this would be a 


preferred way to advantage transit. There is considerable reputable literature available on this 


concept we can reference in the meeting, here are some examples (Article 1, Article 2, Article 


3). Both bi-directional centre lanes (with signal control, as currently exists on Highway 7/Hwy 404) 


and reversible lanes (one direction in morning peak, another in evening) are cited in these 


documents.  Eugene uses the first approach.  Rouen, France uses a modified version of the 


bidirectional lane, where buses in opposite directions can pass each other at intersections, at 


what is called a “virtual busway”. 


These approaches work best for low bus frequencies, which is the predicted situation for 


16th.    The issues you cite (space for transit stops, confusion to riders) may or may not be 


significant depending on detailed design and vehicle type.  But, as with all projects, the 


advantages need to be weighed against the disadvantages. 


The advantages of reversible median bus lanes include lower construction cost, less need to widen 


bridges, fewer street trees removed, and excellent transit priority. A cost/risk/benefit study 


should be done on this option. 


d. Alternative East/West Corridor. Notwithstanding the overall Transportation Master Plan, the 


effects of widening a parallel route (e.g. Major Mackenzie) on the Vehicle/Capacity ratio for 16th 


should also be studied.  Has the actual usage on today’s Highway 7 been compared with the 


forecasts, and lessons learned applied to the plans for 16th Ave? These actions would then enable 


prioritization of capital improvements for Major Mackenzie Drive versus 16th Avenue. This 


prioritization is not evident in the study. 


Perhaps some of the less-intrusive alternatives suggested in our letter for 16th Avenue would then 


become viable.  Bypasses have been used for decades by traffic engineers to reduce demand on 


a particular road. It seems from Appendix F that widening of adjacent corridors in lieu of 16th was 


not modelled.  This should be studied. 


e. Reduced Lane Widths. Thank you for the table summarizing proposed design criteria.  However, 


it does not provide a rationale or risk-benefit analysis of reducing lane widths to the values 


suggested in our letter. We cited several benefits of narrower lanes, including, more room for 


active transportation options, easier crossings for pedestrians, less disruption to residents in 


terms of noise and vibration, fewer environmental issues (salt, storm water management), less 


cost to construct and maintain.  A risk/benefit study is needed with respect to narrower lanes. 


Again, given the complexity of the issues, we respectfully request a meeting with the project team.  


Sincerely 


Michael Gannon.  Sent via email to veronica.restrepo@hdrinc.com  January 28th 2020 


Director Unionville Resident’s Association  



https://www.sutp.org/files/contents/documents/resources/I_BRT-Planning-Guide/GIZ_SUTP_BRT-Planning-Guide_Complete_4th_EN.pdf

https://nacto.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/2-7_APTA-Designing-Bus-Rapid-Transit-Running-Ways_2010.pdf

https://nacto.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/1-5_Danaher-Bus-and-Rail-Transit-Preferential-Treatments-in-Mixed-Traffic-TCRP-Synthesis-83_2010-sm.pdf

https://nacto.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/1-5_Danaher-Bus-and-Rail-Transit-Preferential-Treatments-in-Mixed-Traffic-TCRP-Synthesis-83_2010-sm.pdf
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General Information and Instructions
General
Anyone who has outstanding environmental issues that have not been addressed through the Class Environmental Assessment process can request the Minister of the Environment Conservation and Parks to make an order under Part II of the Environmental Assessment Act.  This is known as requesting a Part II Order.
A Part II Order request should be submitted after the proponent has issued the Notice of Completion for a Class Environmental Assessment for a project. The request should be submitted within the review period/comment period outlined in the Notice of Completion. 
The Ministry recommends that you follow the process set out below before submitting a Part II Order request:  
•              Participate in the consultation opportunities provided to the public within the Class Environmental Assessment process
•              Engage in discussions with the proponent to try to address and resolve your concerns
A Part II Order request should not be submitted for the sole purpose of delaying, stopping, or frustrating the planning and implementation of an undertaking proceeding under a Class Environmental Assessment process. The Minister may consider the efforts of the requester to resolve the concerns directly with the proponent when deciding whether to make an order.
Questions regarding the completion and submission of this form should be directed to a Customer Service representative at the Client Services and Permissions Branch at 416-314-8001 or 1-800-461-6290.
Step 1 -  Get the Facts
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Step 1 -  Get the Facts
•              Class Environmental Assessments are used for projects that the Ministry of the Environment Conservation and Parks considers routine, with predictable and manageable effects on the environment.
•              A Part II Order request will not stop a project from proceeding. The Minister has four options when deciding a Part II Order request:
○              To request mediation between you and the proponent to help address your concerns before making a decision
○              To deny the request 
○              To deny the request but require the proponent to fulfill additional conditions before the project can proceed, such as further studies or more public consultation
○              To require the proponent to conduct a higher review of the project through an Individual Environmental Assessment; this happens only in rare and exceptional cases.
•              Key factors that the Minister may consider when looking at a Part II Order request are:
○              whether the project has the potential to pose significant adverse effects on the environment
○              how the project is significantly different from other projects in its class
○              whether the process for the Class Environment Assessment was adequate.
To learn more about Class Environmental Assessments visit https://www.ontario.ca/page/class-environmental-assessments-approved-class-ea-information.
Step 2 – Statement of Participation
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Step 2 – Statement of Participation
to
With all Part II Order requests, the Ministry maintains a public file that is available for viewing by any member of the public upon request. Personal and other information from your request, such as name, address, and telephone number and your concerns with the project will form part of the public record. If you wish for your information to be excluded from the public file, you can advise the Ministry by checking the box in the declaration below. Even if you request that your information be excluded, your contact information may still be obtained by members of the public if the Ministry is required to disclose the information under the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act.
Step 3 – Provide Identifying Information
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Step 3 – Provide Identifying Information
If you are certain making a Part II Order Request is the right approach for you, complete the following information:
Requester Name
Requester Type
Current Address
Step 4 – Making Your Request 
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Step 4 – Making Your Request 
By submitting this form, you are requesting a Part II Order by the Minister.
Confirm what outcome you are seeking from the Minister by making this request.
I want the Minister to:
Step 5 – Submitting Your Request
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Step 5 – Submitting Your Request
Please send the completed form and any supporting information you would like to provide to all three of the following:
Minister
Ministry of the Environment Conservation and Parks
Ferguson Block, 77 Wellesley St. W, 11th Floor
Toronto ON M7A 2T5
Fax: 416-314-8452
Minister.mecp@ontario.ca
Director, Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch
Ministry of the Environment Conservation and Parks
135 St. Clair Ave W, 1st Floor
Toronto ON M4V 1P5
enviropermissions@ontario.ca
Project Proponent The email or mailing address for the project proponent can be found on the Notice of Completion for the project. 
Step 6 – Attachments
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Step 6 – Attachments
Description
File name
11.0.0.20130303.1.892433.887364
MOECC
Part II Order Request
MOECC
Part II Order Request
Step 2. Start Date.
Enter date in format: year: 4 digits, month: 2 digits, day: 2 digits. Or select date from the drop down calendar (press down arrow to open the calendar, use the arrow keys to navigate by keyboard)
Step 2. End Date.
Enter date in format: year: 4 digits, month: 2 digits, day: 2 digits. Or select date from the drop down calendar (press down arrow to open the calendar, use the arrow keys to navigate by keyboard)
Step 2. Date.
Enter date in format: year: 4 digits, month: 2 digits, day: 2 digits. Or select date from the drop down calendar (press down arrow to open the calendar, use the arrow keys to navigate by keyboard)
Step 3. Current Address. Postal Code.
Enter Postal Code in format: letter, digit, letter, digit, letter, digit.
1. 
Step 6 – Attachments. Item 1. Description
Step 6 – Attachments. Item 1. File name.
URA-Concerns.pdf
York Region Response to URA 16th Avenue EA Concerns.pdf
URA Jan 28th Response to EA Team's Jan 21st Letter.pdf
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	Step 2 – Statement of Participation. I have raised my concerns with the project proponent: 1
	Step 2. Describe how and when you raised your concerns with the proponent and the proponent’s response: After the final notice of completion was published on Dec 19th the URA wrote to the project proponent (Municipality of York Region) on January 10th, using the email address published in the notice, listing our concerns and requesting a meeting. We received an unsatisfactory reply on January 21st, and responded to that reply on January 28th, again requesting a meeting, and pointing out where the reply was not sufficient. 
	Step 2. : 1
	Step 2. Describe what concerns remain outstanding and why these concerns could not be resolved through discussions with the proponent.: Please see the attachment of our letter to the proponent of January 28th. This explains the outstanding concerns. No meeting has yet been offered to attempt to resolve them.
	Step 2. My unresolved concerns relate to:: 1
	Step 2. My unresolved concerns relate to: potential environment impacts: 1
	Step 2. My unresolved concerns relate to: how the project is significantly different from other projects in its class: 
	Step 2. My unresolved concerns relate to: the adequacy of the process for the Class Environment Assessment: 1
	Step 3. Requester Type. Other (specify): 1
	Step 2. My unresolved concerns relate to: other (specify). Describe : Re process, the URA (Unionville Residents Association) has received complaints from residents that they were not adequately consulted by the proponent with respect to the final recommendations. There are other significant EAs (e.g. Kennedy Road widening) where a formal stakeholder engagement committee was formed with participation from the URA. This has not happened with the 16th Avenue EA process.  Dec 19th to February 3rd, including the major holiday period, is too short a period of time for a review period for such a complex EA with thousands of pages of material to review. Re unresolved concerns, in summary, residents of Unionville are concerned about the financial, safety, health and environmental impact (noise, air quality and loss of trees) of plans to surround the community with 6 lane highways and that other options, not addressed in the EA, should be seriously considered. Please see the attachments for details. 
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	Step 3 – Provide Identifying Information. Requester Name. Last Name: Gannon
	Step 3. Requester Name. First Name: Michael
	Step 2. : 2020/01/30
	Step 2. Please exclude my personal information from the public file (select if you wish to be excluded).: 0
	Step 3. Requester Type. Individual: 
	Step 3. Requester Type. On behalf of Person/Group (specify): 
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	Step 3. Name of proposed Project (as it appears on the Notice of Completion if available): 16th Avenue Woodbine Avenue to York/Durham Line
	Step 3. Name of Proponent (as it appears on the Notice of Completion if available): The Regional Municipality of York
	Step 4. Making Your Request. I want the Minister to: Refer the matter to mediation to help me and the proponent address my concerns  : 1
	Step 4. I want the Minister to: Impose additional conditions before the project can proceed: 1
	Step 4. Describe what conditions you think would be appropriate and how they would address your concerns.: Declare this EA not complete. Then a meeting between URA and proponent to understand and elaborate our concerns. Followed by more study and publication of results, relating to options not studied or reported on in this EA. An ongoing engagement process including the URA.
	Step 4. To require the proponent to conduct a higher review of the project through an Individual Environmental Assessment: 0
	Step 4. Describe how an Individual Environmental Assessment would address your concerns in a way that the Class Environmental Assessment does not:: 
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